Semantic Memory and Language Processing in Aphasia and Dementia

Semantic memory is the system of human memory dedicated to representation of core knowledge about the world.1–3 Semantic memory supports object identity (e.g., *this round thing is an apple*), encyclopedic facts (e.g., *apples grow on trees*), and word meaning. Impairment of semantic memory can produce devastating effects on language comprehension and production, and such effects are prominent across a range of clinical populations with acquired neurologic damage (e.g., dementia and aphasia).4–9 Nevertheless, the etiology and character of semantic impairment differs across these populations. These qualitative differences emerge from a variety of causes, including lesion size, lesion location, cortical reorganization of cognitive function after stroke, and dynamic change associated with cortical atrophy in dementia. Furthermore, heterogeneity in semantic impairment across patient populations necessitates different theoretical and clinical approaches to remediation. This is apparent in the differences that underlie semantically based language treatments for aphasia and dementia.

Semantic training in aphasia is typically based on the assumption that difficulties stem from impaired linguistic access to concepts, which themselves are intact. That is, patients with aphasia may have difficulty accessing the meaning of apple through language but show significant improvement when apple is presented in a visual modality. This modality-specific advantage is often reduced or may be entirely absent in advanced dementia as core knowledge of APPLES erodes.10 Improved specificity in language rehabilitation demands that clinicians recognize and accommodate these factors. The aim of this special issue is to improve the reader’s awareness of just such characteristics.

In the first article, Antonucci and Reilly introduce several dominant theories of semantic memory organization and outline their corresponding neural substrates. This primer provides a framework for understanding the effects of semantic impairment on language processing in specific clinical populations such as Alzheimer’s disease (Altmann and McClung) and semantic dementia (Reilly and Peelle). Harnish and Neil-Strunjas examine the effects of semantic impairment on reading and writing, followed by summaries of treatment for anomia in semantic dementia by Henry, Beeson, and Rapcsak and the concluding article by Kiran and Bassetto dealing with complexity-based approaches to treatment in stroke aphasia.

As guest editor of *Seminars in Speech and Language*, I express sincere gratitude to each of the contributing authors whose talent is actively shaping the future of research in adult neurogenic language disorders.
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